
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
MEMORANDUM____________________________________________________ 

 
TO:   Faculty Senate 
 
FROM:   Susan Ross 
 
DATE:   March 5, 2020 
 
SUBJECT: Curriculum Proposal #19-20-17 Sci Tech/Computer Science and Math/Math 

Program 
 
The purpose of this proposal is to make the following alterations to the B.S. in Mathematics and B.A. 
Education, Specialization in Mathematics Grades 5 – Adult program curricula 
 
1. Remove “Mathematical Logic” (MATH 2510) as a required course for these majors and allow a 

Group A or Group B elective to take its place. 
2. Place MATH 2510 in the list of Group B electives. 
3. Allow COMP 1110 to serve the programming requirement for the mathematics major. 
4. Introduce tiered special topics courses so that the course number better reflects the content of such 

courses. 
5. Add the new courses to the “Group B” electives. 
 
 
 
 
cc:  Richard Harvey 
  Cheri Gonzalez 
  Laura Ransom 
  Lori Schoonmaker 
  Tom Cuchta 
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Appendix B 
New Course Descriptions 

MATH 2299 (Special Topics in Mathematics): Studies in special selected topics, to be determined by the instructor and 
approved by the department chair. Credits earned will be applicable as free electives in degree and certificate programs. 
Courses with this number must have a prerequisite of MATH 2501 (Calculus I) or MATH 1561 (Introduction to 
Mathematical Reasoning) or greater. 

MATH 3399 (Special Topics in Mathematics): Studies in special selected topics, to be determined by the instructor and 
approved by the department chair. Credits earned will be applicable as free electives in degree and certificate programs. 
Courses with this number must have a prerequisite of MATH 2502 (Calculus II) or both MATH 2501 (Calculus I) and 
MATH 1561 (Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning) or greater. 

MATH 4499 (Special Topics in Mathematics): Studies in special selected topics, to be determined by the instructor and 
approved by the department chair. Credits earned will be applicable as free electives in degree and certificate programs. 
Courses with this number must have a prerequisite of MATH 2502 (Calculus II) and MATH 2563 (Transition to Higher 
Mathematics) or greater. 









Dr. Tom Cuchta
DEPT. OF COMP. SCI. & MATH

FAIRMONT STATE UNIVERSITY
1201 Locust Avenue, Fairmont, WV 26554

January 2020

This letter is a response to the request that we provide course outlines, learning outcomes,

and assessment criteria for the proposed MATH 2299, MATH 3399, and MATH 4499

special topics courses. The purpose of any special topics course is to be a venue for trial

runs of possible new future courses. Since it is impossible to provide an outline, outcomes,

and assessment information in a way that is universal among all possible future special

topics courses, we believe these items are not needed in our curriculum proposal.

Any time a special topics course is proposed in the department, a course outline, out-

comes, and assessment information is created for that individual instance of the special

topics course. On the next page, we provide a sample of these materials that was generated

for the Fall 2019 instance of MATH 1199 called “Complex Variables”.

If the committee is not satisfied with us omitting the requested materials, then we

propose including the outline, outcomes, and assessment criteria for the Complex Variables

course below in the curriculum as a representative sample of all three proposed courses

MATH 2299, MATH 3399, and MATH 4499.

Sincerely,

Dr. Tom Cuchta

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Fairmont State University
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Detailed course outline for MATH 1199 (Complex Variables) 

1. The complex plane
a. Arithmetic with complex numbers
b. Modulus
c. Complex conjugate
d. Polar representation
e. Roots

2. Elementary C-valued functions\
a. Visualizations of C-valued functions
b. Branches and branch cuts
c. Exponential and the (multi-valued) logarithm
d. (Multi-valued) nth root functions
e. Trigonometric functions and their (multi-valued) inverses
f. Hyperbolic trigonometric functions and their (multi-valued) inverses
g. Linear fractional transformations

3. Calculus in C
a. Limits
b. Complex differentiation
c. Cauchy-Riemann equations
d. C-analytic vs R-analytic
e. Contour integrals
f. ML-inequality (``estimation lemma")
g. Cauchy integral formula

4. Power series in C
a. Poles and essential singularities
b. Taylor series
c. Laurent series
d. Residues and residue theorem
e. ``Difficult" integrals on the real line via residue theorem
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Outcomes: 
Outcome 1: Be able to compute and use common complex-valued functions, including exponentials, 
logarithms, and complex exponents. 

Outcome 2: Use the Cauchy-Riemann equations to explain why a function is or is not complex-
differentiable. 

Outcome 3: Understand how complex variables relates the planar geometry of circles and lines via 
Mobius transformations. 

Outcome 4: Calculate complex integrals in a variety of ways, including parametrization, via Cauchy 
integral theorem, and via the residue theorem. 

Outcome 5: Apply residue calculus to a computation. 

Method of assessment: 
All of these outcomes are related to computational techniques. Problems on homework or exams may 
be used to assess the outcomes. 
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